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Abstract

In adverse conditions, the speech recognition performance
decreases in part due to imperfect speech/non-speech
detection. In this paper, a new combination of voicing
parameter and energy for speech/non-speech detection is
described. This combination avoids especially the noise
detections in real life very noisy environments and provides
better performance for continuous speech recognition. This
new speech/non-speech detection approach outperforms both
noise statistical based [1] and Linear Discriminate Analysis
(LDA) based [2] criteria in noisy environments and for
continuous speech recognition applications.

1. Introduction

In adverse conditions, the speech recognition performance
decreases in part due to imperfect speech/non-speech
detection. Efficient speech/non-speech detection is crucial, on
the hand in noisy environments and on the other hand for
continuous speech recognition. Indeed, in very noisy
environments, the speech/non-speech detection may indicate
noises as speech to the speech recognition system, producing
many errors. It is also critical for continuous speech
recognition systems. The out of vocabulary words rejection is
a very difficult task because some vocabulary words are short.
Moreover, the number of words to recognize in a sentence is
unknown, unlike the usual isolated word recognition
applications.

The most widely used parameter for speech/non-speech
detection systems is the energy. The energy parameter is not
sufficient in noisy environments. In order to discriminate the
noise and speech signal, several studies use the energy with a
voicing parameter. Indeed, the voiced sounds are a
characteristic of speech. In the acoustic domain, a voicing
parameter can be determinated studying the variations of the
fundamental frequency, referred to as F0.

In order to estimate a voicing parameter, a zero crossing
rate can be calculated and used with the energy in [3], and
[4]. However, the zero crossing rates are too unstable in noisy
environments (cf. in [5]). Hence, a precise F0 estimation must
be calculated, in order to calculate a precise voicing
parameter. Many studies propose an energy-voicing parameter
combination (with or without other parameters) for all the
frames like in [6], and [7]. However the energy is a good
parameter when the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) is high
enough. Therefore, we propose a new energy-voicing
parameter combination, only for energetic frames, in order to
discriminate between energetic noise and speech frames.
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is paper is organized as follows: section 2 recalls both
statistical based and LDA based criteria. Section 3
ts the used F0 estimation and how the new energy-
g parameter combination is made. Finally, section 4
bes the evaluation of this new criterion.

2. Previous Criteria

eech/non-speech detection can be seen as an automaton,
states (speech/non-speech) or more states. Our previous

s show that the adaptive five state automaton yields very
performance [2]. The five states are: noise or silence,

presumption, speech, plosive or silence, and possible
continuation. The transition from one state to another

trolled by the frame energy (C1-condition) and some
on constraints (C2 & C3 conditions) see Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Five State Automaton.

e three states: speech presumption, plosive or silence,
ossible speech continuation are introduced in order to

ith the energy variability in the observed speech (with-
silence) and to avoid various kind of noise. Hence, the

presumption state prevents the automaton to go in the
state when the energy increase is due to an impulsive

But when the energy is high and the automaton is in
ate for more than 64ms, it moves to the speech state.
e transition from one state to another can be controlled
ferent C1-condition. We present here both best criteria
ow.
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2.1. Noise Statistical Criterion

The noise energy distribution is assumed a normal
distribution (µ, σ2) [1]. The noise energy mean and standard
deviation are estimated recursively in the noise or silence
state by:

))1(ˆ)()(1()1(ˆ)(ˆ −−−+−= nnEnn µλµµ , (1)

and
)),1(ˆ)1(ˆ)()(1()1(ˆ)(ˆ −−−−−+−= nnnEnn σµλσσ (2)

where n is the current frame, E(n) the energy, and λ is a
forgetting factor optimized to 0.99 in (1) and to 0.95 in (2).
For a given frame, noise (or non-speech) frame is tested,
comparing the centered and normalized energy of the frame

)(ˆ/))(ˆ)(())(( nnnEnErNS σµ−= to an adjusting threshold.

Hence the condition C1 is given by:
C1: rNS(E(n))>adjusting threshold. (3)

This criterion is referred to as the NS criterion [1].

2.2. LDA Criterion

This method discriminates between two classes, the noise
class and the speech class. The principle is to find a linear
function a maximizing between-class variance and
minimizing within-class variance.

The between-class covariance matrix is noted E, the
within-class covariance matrix D and the global covariance
matrix T. The Huyghens decomposition formula gives:

a*Ta=a*Da+a*Ea. (4)
So the linear function a is such as a*Da is minimal and a*Ea
is maximal. We have to solve:

T-1Ea� a, (5)
with a*Ta=1. As there are only two classes, E is such as:

E=cc*, (6)
with
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where nn is the number of noise frames, ns the number of
speech frames,

njx is noise jth MFCC mean, and
sjx is speech

jth MFCC mean. Hence the equation (5) gives a=T-1c, the only
linear function.

Figure 2: Five State Automaton with a new Condition C4.

The linear function a is calculated on two learning
databases (described in section 4.1) using the Mel Frequency
Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCCs). This linear function is
combined with the condition C1 of the NS criterion using an
additional condition in the automaton (see Fig. 2), referred to
as C4, given by:
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C4: a.X(n)<LDA threshold, (8)
X(n) is the MFCCs vector of the frame n, and LDA

old is optimized on both learning databases.
is condition C4 is added between the speech
ption and speech state in order to decrease the false

ions of noises. This criterion is referred to as the
DA criterion [2].

3. New Energy-Voicing Combination

er to obtain a voicing parameter, a precise F0 estimation
ulated. The F0 estimation introduced in [8] is used over
tire signal (voiced and unvoiced sound). The signal
nicity is calculated by intercorrelation with a comb-
on.
ence, a F0 value is obtained every 4ms (4 values for
16ms frame). In order to avoid artifacts the median is
ated, referred to as med:

med(n)=med(F0(n-1), F0(n), F0(n+1)), (9)
here n is the current sub-frame of 4ms. Then, a mean-
ion, referred to as medδ , is calculated over N sub-
s:

[ ] ∑
−=

−−=
n

Nnm

mmedmmedNnmed )1()(/1)(δ . (10)

is mean-variation is used as an estimate of a voicing
eter. A new condition C4 defined by this voicing
eter compared to a threshold, is combined with the
ion C1 of the NS criterion between the speech
ption and speech state in order to decrease the false

ion of noises; like in the NS+LDA criterion (see Fig. 2).
given by:

C4: medδ (4m)<VP threshold, m∈� *. (11)
e VP threshold is optimized on both learning databases.
er to reach a decision each 16ms frame, the mean-

ion is considered every 4m sub-frames. When the new
aton (described on Fig. 2) is in speech presumption
if the energy is high enough (C1 is realized), and speech
on is greater than 64ms (C2 is realized), and the frame
ced (C4 is realized), then the automaton moves to the

state. Hence, the condition C4 prevents the automaton
going in the speech state for energetic noises, so the
detections will decrease. This new criterion is referred
he NS+VP criterion.

4. Experiments

ations are carried out on two databases, one contains a
real life noises, and the other one is a continuous speech
se. In the case of continuous speech, the between-word

e is longer that the between-phonemes silence. Hence
ence duration (SiD) threshold in the condition C3 of the
aton is changed from 240ms to 960ms. In order not to
too long silence at the end of the detection, the end of

ion is 720ms before (described in [9]). Evaluations
are showned, first in terms of detection errors, and

n terms of recognition errors.

atabases

earning databases are used to optimize thresholds and to
te the linear function by LDA. First database includes
phone calls to an interactive voice response service,
ed on PSN (Public Switched Network). The corpus



contains 25 different French vocabulary words. The second
learning database is a laboratory GSM (Global System
Mobile) database consisting of 51 French vocabulary words,
including 390 phone calls.

Another laboratory GSM database, referred to as GSM
database, is used for evaluations. It contains 65 French
vocabulary words, including 390 phone calls from different
environments: indoor, outdoor, stopped car, and running car.
In order to study criteria according to the noise level, the
database is divided into two parts: first part with SNR inferior
to 18 dB, and second part with SNR superior to 18 dB.
Manual segmentation has resulted in 85% of vocabulary word
segments, 3% of out-of-vocabulary word segments, and 11%
of noise segments.

One field database, recorded over PSN, is used to
evaluate criteria for continuous speech recognition
applications. This database, referred to as continuous PSN
database, contains 98 phone calls to an interactive spoken
dialogue service. Manual segmentation gives 71% of speech
segments, and 29% of non-speech segments. The speech
segments contain 12635 French word occurrences in 2520
utterances, with 1633 vocabulary words

4.2. Detection experiments

To evaluate speech/non-speech detection in terms of detection
errors, automatic speech segment detection is compared to
manual segmentation of speech and noise periods. Hence,
different error types are considered: omission (a vocabulary or
out-of-vocabulary word is not detected), insertion (a noise is
detected as speech), regrouping (several words are detected as
one), and fragmentation (one word is detected as several).

Noise detections can be rejected by the rejection
procedure of the recognition system. These errors are called
recoverable errors. The omission, regrouping, and
fragmentation errors, which are unavoidably producing
recognition errors, are called definitive errors. Recoverable
and definitive error rates are calculated with respect to the
total number of speech segments. To compare the three
criteria, definitive errors as a function of recoverable errors
are plotted for different adjusting thresholds.

Figure 3: Detection test on GSM database according to the
SNR.

Fig. 3 shows the detection performance for the NS,
NS+LDA and NS+VP criteria on the GSM database
according to the SNR. The adjusting thresholds are noted on
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DA criteria. The improvement is statistically significant
th database parts. Comparing NS+VP to NS+LDA
a with threshold’s value of 1.9, we observe a similar
ion in recoverable error rate reduction (explained by the
the condition C4), but the NS+VP criterion also results
duction of definitive error rate.
etection results for the continuous speech recognition
ation are presented on Fig. 4. Here also, the NS+VP
on outperforms both NS and NS+LDA criteria.
ver both NS+LDA and NS+VP criteria results are very

The improvement of both criteria is due to the
rable error rate reduction, and is statistically

icant.

igure 4: Detection test on continuous PSN database.

ecognition experiments

nition experiments were conducted using an Hidden
v Model-based speech recognition system [10]. The
odel is a context dependent multigaussian model, and

ns 65 vocabulary words for the isolated word
ition and 1633 for the continuous speech recognition.

ion of segments can be rejected with the rejection
ure. Recognition results are presented using the best

old for the speech/non-speech detection (i.e. detection
old leading to the lowest recognition errors). Curves are
ed by varying rejection the rejection threshold of
’s. For the isolated word recognition, three errors types
nsidered: substitution (a vocabulary word is recognized
ther vocabulary word), false acceptance (a noise or out-
abulary word is recognized as a vocabulary word), and
rejection (a vocabulary word is rejected, or not
ed).

compare the three criteria, substitution and false
tance error rate as a function of false rejection error rate
resented. False rejection error rate is calculated with
t to the vocabulary word manual segments, and
tution and false acceptance error rates with respect to
tal number of manual segments.
ere the difference with the usual continuous speech
ition evaluation is that the manually segmented

nce boundaries (i.e. the reference) can be different from
st segment boundaries. Hence a temporal difference
en reference and test is possible. In this case four error



types are considered: substitution (a word is recognized as
another vocabulary word), insertion (one word is added in the
utterance), omission (one word is omitted in the utterance),
and false rejection (one utterance is rejected by recognition
system, or not detected). The false rejection is counted in
terms of words omitted. Error rates are calculated with respect
to the total words number in the database.

Figure 5: Recognition test on GSM database according to the
SNR.

Fig. 5 presents recognition results of the three criteria on
the GSM database according to the SNR. Notice that both
NS+LDA and NS+VP criteria performance is very close on
both database parts. The improvement compared to NS
criterion is statistically significant for a false rejection rate
inferior to 10 % (generally considered as a maximum value
for the user). However the improvement is not statistically
significant for SNR superior to 18 dB. NS+VP criterion
reduces noise detections, and therefore allows great
improvements for the speech/non-speech detection
performance. But since noise detections can be rejected by the
rejection procedure, there is no reduction of speech
recognition system error rate. However the rejection of noises
with speech/non-speech detection system has a smaller
computational cost than the rejection procedure of the
recognition system.

Figure 6: Recognition on continuous PSN database.
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g. 6 shows the continuous speech recognition
mance for the three criteria of the speech/non-speech
ion. Both NS+VP and NS+LDA criteria results are very

and are better than NS criterion results. The
vement on the global errors is statistically significant.

provement is due to the insertion and omission error
eduction.

5. Conclusions

is work presents a new speech/non-speech detection
on energy-voicing parameter combination. This

nation made for energetic frames provides significant
vements in adverse conditions (noisy environments and
ntinuous speech applications). The NS+VP criterion
in less noise detections but do not allow a reduction of
ition error rates if the rejection model is efficient.

ver the NS+VP computational cost is lower than
on computational cost at the recognition system level.
ew criterion outperforms both NS and NS+LDA criteria
ovides significant improvements.
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